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Audibility of dispersion error in room acoustic finite-difference
time-domain simulation as a function of simulation distance

Jukka Saarelma,a) Jonathan Botts, Brian Hamilton, and Lauri Savioja
Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Aalto University School of Science, Espoo, Finland

(Received 24 July 2015; revised 21 December 2015; accepted 18 March 2016; published online 13
April 2016)

Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulation has been a popular area of research in room

acoustics due to its capability to simulate wave phenomena in a wide bandwidth directly in the

time-domain. A downside of the method is that it introduces a direction and frequency dependent

error to the simulated sound field due to the non-linear dispersion relation of the discrete system. In

this study, the perceptual threshold of the dispersion error is measured in three-dimensional FDTD

schemes as a function of simulation distance. Dispersion error is evaluated for three different

explicit, non-staggered FDTD schemes using the numerical wavenumber in the direction of the

worst-case error of each scheme. It is found that the thresholds for the different schemes do not

vary significantly when the phase velocity error level is fixed. The thresholds are found to vary sig-

nificantly between the different sound samples. The measured threshold for the audibility of disper-

sion error at the probability level of 82% correct discrimination for three-alternative forced choice

is found to be 9.1 m of propagation in a free field, that leads to a maximum group delay error of

1.8 ms at 20 kHz with the chosen phase velocity error level of 2%.
VC 2016 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative
Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4945746]

[MV] Pages: 1822–1832

I. INTRODUCTION

Simulation methods for the prediction of acoustic char-

acteristics of rooms are common tools in the design process

of critical listening rooms, performance spaces, and regular

housing. Due to the limitations of geometric prediction

methods, several wave-based methods have been proposed

for room acoustic prediction1,2 although the computational

load has been the limiting factor for a full audible bandwidth

simulation on a large scale.

During recent years, finite difference methods have

gained interest in room acoustic research. The finite-

difference time-domain (FDTD) method has been studied for

room acoustic prediction by several different authors. The

FDTD method is simple to implement, and explicit FDTD

schemes are easily parallelizable. The parallel nature of the

method makes it possible to efficiently use distributed com-

puting in the time stepping, and therefore allowing large do-

main sizes, which has made FDTD a viable option for wide

bandwidth simulation. A general downside of the FDTD

method is the numerical dispersion error. The dispersion error

in FDTD schemes is such that the high frequency components

travel with a different phase velocity than the low frequency

components due to a non-linear phase response of the update

operator. The dispersion error is also dependent on the direc-

tion of the propagating wave. This leads to difficulties in a

possible correction of the error3 in the simulated response

because different propagation paths have different dispersion

characteristics. Therefore a certain amount of dispersion error

is inevitable in the simulated responses.

Several different FDTD schemes have been proposed

for room acoustic simulation. Most finite difference methods

used for room acoustic simulation are explicit time-stepping

schemes using a different approximation of the Laplacian.

The trade-off is between more isotropic, accurate, and com-

putationally intensive schemes and schemes that are easy to

formulate, parallelize, and extend to general geometries.

Schemes that are often found in comparison studies are

standard rectilinear (SRL), interpolated wideband (IWB),

and close-cubic packed (CCP).6 Analytic comparisons of dif-

ferent explicit schemes have been carried out by several

authors,5,6 and implementation specific considerations have

been studied.7,8 SRL is often preferred due to its simplicity,

IWB because it has the highest simulation bandwidth, and

the CCP scheme for its computational efficiency when

implemented on the face-centered cubic (FCC) lattice.5

It is common for compact explicit schemes that the

phase velocity is real and monotonically decreasing as a

function of real wavenumber, but the behaviour of the phase

velocity is slightly different as a function of temporal fre-

quencies up to the Nyquist. The real and imaginary parts of

the relative phase velocity of the SRL, CCP, and IWB

schemes are illustrated in Fig. 1 as a function of normalized

(normalized to the sampling frequency; this holds throughout

this work, with the exception of Fig. 5) temporal frequency,

for the worst-case directions of propagation respective to

each scheme. It can be seen that the phase velocity profiles

are generally complex, and the regions with non-zero imagi-

nary parts are accompanied by increasing phase velocity.

The point of transition from real to complex phase velocity

is marked by a “cutoff frequency,” above which frequencies

are attenuated exponentially.9 This cutoff frequency isa)Electronic mail: jukka.saarelma@aalto.fi
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usually interpreted as the high frequency limit of the simula-

tion bandwidth of the given scheme and therefore the com-

plex part is neglected in phase velocity figures.6 It can be

observed that the phase velocity of the SRL scheme has the

lowest cutoff frequency and steepest decrease in the real part

of the phase velocity. The IWB scheme has the cutoff fre-

quency at the Nyquist frequency, but a relatively similar

phase velocity profile with the CCP scheme up to the nor-

malized frequency of 0.2.

The aim of the current study is to measure the maximum

distance in the simulation domain that can be used between

a planar source and a receiver position in a free field before

the dispersion error is noticeable in comparison to an error-

free reference signal. The measurement is made using an

adaptive psychometric procedure. The motivation for the

study is that to the present authors knowledge, no study has

yet addressed the absolute level of perceivable dispersion

error in room acoustic FDTD simulation although the

method has been proposed for auralization purposes. For

such applications, the knowledge of the perceptual threshold

for the absolute error level is important. The sampling fre-

quency is fixed to maintain a constant phase velocity error of

2% at a chosen bandwidth limit of 20 kHz. The error per-

centage is therefore at its maximum value at 20 kHz and

decreasing monotonically towards the temporal frequency of

0 Hz (DC). The error percentage is chosen to be relatively

low so that the sampling frequencies of the simulations

would remain within practical limits. The dispersion error is

introduced to the stimulus by evaluating impulse responses

of different propagation distances in the simulation domain

using the dispersion relations of each scheme. The usage of

the dispersion relation to introduce the dispersion error to

the stimulus signal is motivated by the computational cost of

the FDTD simulation. The proposed dispersion filter can be

evaluated for a wide range of source-receiver distances in

the time range of several hundred milliseconds, whereas a

simulation of a single distance condition may take up to sev-

eral hours to compute at the used sampling frequencies. As

the current study is considering only the free field propaga-

tion in the direction of worst-case error, this approach is

found valid and convenient. Additionally, due to the plane

wave assumption, no magnitude deviation is present in the

stimuli signal, and therefore it is possible to measure only

the audibility of the all-pass characteristics of the error.

Three different non-staggered FDTD schemes are evaluated,

SRL, IWB and CCP, at their respective stability limits.

II. RELATED RESEARCH

Several authors have studied the perception of disper-

sion error in FDTD simulation with varying approaches.

Southern et al.10 conducted a listening test where the disper-

sion errors in the side-diagonal and on-axis directions in a

three-dimensional (3D) SRL scheme were compared. The

authors used five different propagation distances and five dif-

ferent low-pass filter cutoff frequencies for each sample pair

corresponding to the waveforms from side-diagonal and on-

axis propagation directions. A hard point source11 was used

as the excitation. Sound samples used in the test were a

trombone and a violin/cello phrases. It was concluded that

the test subjects were able to discriminate between the two

dispersion error levels when the low-pass filter had a normal-

ized cutoff frequency of 0.12–0.15 or higher. The sampling

frequency used in the simulation was 5000 Hz. No signifi-

cant effect was found between the different propagation dis-

tances. Magnitude deviations between each sound sample

pair varied from 0.7 to 8 dBs at the normalized cutoff fre-

quencies of 0.06–0.18 used in the study, respectively. The

corresponding group delay value differences between the

two directions for plane wave propagation for the different

distances used in the study were between 0.02 ms of the

FIG. 1. The relative phase velocity of

SRL, CCP, and IWB schemes as a

function of normalized frequency. In

the top plot is the real part of the phase

velocity and in the bottom plot is the

imaginary part. The value of the phase

velocity is monotonically decreasing

for real wavenumbers. Frequencies

that have complex phase velocity are

attenuated exponentially (Ref. 9).
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lowest normalized cutoff frequency of 0.06 at the distance of

0.83 m and 16.08 ms of the normalized cutoff frequency of

0.18 and distance of 11.80 m. As the study compares two sig-

nals containing different degrees of error rather than a signal

containing error to an error-free reference, it is inconclusive

about the absolute error level that can be perceived.

Although the authors speculate that the perceptual differen-

ces are due to the difference in the magnitude, the combined

effect of group delay and magnitude error cannot be ruled

out. In the current study the magnitude difference is not pres-

ent due to a plane wave assumption.

L�opez et al.12 conducted listening tests where the sub-

jects ability to discriminate between different mesh resolu-

tions was measured in digital waveguide mesh simulation

using simulated room responses. A room with a volume of

327 m3 and a constant frequency independent reflection

coefficient of 0.8 was used in the simulation. Sampling fre-

quencies of 20, 30, and 40 kHz were used. The sound sam-

ples used in the test were 15 s long male and female speech

samples that were bandlimited to 5 kHz. It was concluded

that the participants could not discriminate between the

responses attained with the sampling frequencies 30 and 40

kHz. Twenty percent of the participants were available to

discriminate between the simulations run with the sampling

rates 20 and 30 kHz in the case of the male speech sample,

and 30% in the case of female speech in an ABX compari-

son task. The study compares responses that include surface

reflections that have different dispersion characteristics due

to varying reflection paths and path lengths. The result is

hard to interpret in the sense of absolute level of perceiva-

ble dispersion error, and therefore a more direct experiment

design is proposed in this study.

The dispersion error in FDTD is characterized by the

non-linear phase response of the update operator. The phase

response of the operator manifests itself as strong frequency-

dependent group and phase delay. Several existing studies of

the perceptual threshold of group delay distortion in audio

signals have been conducted13–17 which can give an indica-

tion of the perceptual threshold of the dispersion error found

in FDTD simulation. In these studies, all-pass filters were

used to generate specific group delay values at given fre-

quency bands. The results of the studies agree that the per-

ceptual limit of group delay is close to 2 ms in different

frequency bands varying from 1 to 12 kHz. The group delay

error of 2 ms corresponds to a 9.8 m propagation in the stud-

ied FDTD schemes at 20 kHz where the phase velocity error

is fixed to 2%.

III. NUMERICAL DISPERSION

The partial differential equation of interest in room

acoustics is the linear wave equation, which in 3D Cartesian

coordinate system is given by

@2p

@t2
¼ c2 @2p

@x2
þ @

2p

@y2
þ @

2p

@z2

 !
; (1)

where p¼ p(x, y, z, t) is the acoustic pressure and c is the

speed of sound, taken here to be 344 m/s. Equation (1) can

be discretized by substituting the partial derivatives with fi-

nite differences. A family of compact explicit FDTD

schemes for wave equation follows:6,18

d2
t pn

k;l;m ¼ k2½ðd2
x þ d2

y þ d2
z Þ þ aðd2

xd
2
y þ d2

xd
2
z þ d2

yd
2
z Þ

þbðd2
xd

2
yd

2
z Þ�pn

k;l;m; (2)

where a and b are coefficient specific for each scheme, and

k¼ cDt/Dx denotes the Courant number, where Dx is the spa-

tial step size and Dt the sampling interval. The coefficients a
and b get values a¼ 0, b¼ 0 for the SRL scheme, a¼ 1/4,

b¼ 0 for the CCP scheme, and a¼ 1/4, b¼ 1/16 for the IWB

scheme. In this study, the Courant number is limited for sta-

ble free-field time stepping. The difference operators

d2
t ; d

2
x ; d

2
y ; and d2

z are defined as

d2
t pn

k;l;m ¼ pnþ1
k;l;m � 2pn

k;l;m þ pn�1
k;l;m;

d2
xpn

k;l;m ¼ pn
kþ1;l;m � 2pn

k;l;m þ pn
k�1;l;m;

d2
ypn

k;l;m ¼ pn
k;lþ1;m � 2pn

k;l;m þ pn
k;l�1;m;

d2
z pn

k;l;m ¼ pn
k;l;mþ1 � 2pn

k;l;m þ pn
k;l;m�1; (3)

where pn
k;l;m ¼ pðx; y; z; tÞ, with x¼ kDx, y¼ lDx, z¼mDx,

and t¼ nDt. Assuming plane wave propagation, solutions on

the grid are defined by the following dispersion relation that

directly follows from Eq. (2):

st ¼ k2½Gðk̂x; k̂y; k̂ zÞ�;
Gðk̂x; k̂y; k̂zÞ ¼ sx þ sy þ sz � 4aðsxsy þ sxsz þ syszÞ

þ 16bsxsysz; (4)

where x is the angular frequency, and variables st

¼ sin2½xðDt=2Þ�; sx¼ sin2½k̂xðDx=2Þ�;sy¼ sin2½k̂yðDx=2Þ�; sz

¼ sin2½k̂zðDx=2Þ�. Variables k̂x¼ k̂ coshcos/; k̂y¼ k̂ sinhcos/,

and k̂z¼ k̂ sin/ are the wavenumber components where h and

/ represent the azimuth and elevation angles of the direction of

propagation, respectively. By solving the variable x from Eq.

(4), the numerical dispersion relation for temporal frequency as

a function of wavenumber components takes the form

x k̂x; k̂y; k̂z

� �
¼ 2

Dt
arcsin k

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
G k̂x; k̂y; k̂ z

� �r !
: (5)

The relative phase velocity can be expressed as the ratio of

the angular frequency and numerical wavenumber

v̂ k̂x; k̂y; k̂z

� �
¼

x k̂x; k̂y; k̂ z

� �
c

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k̂

2

x þ k̂
2

y þ k̂
2

z

q : (6)

The relative phase velocity is plotted as a function of wave-

number components in Fig. 2. It can be observed that the

maximum phase velocity error occurs in the axial direction

in the case of the SRL scheme, and in the diagonal direction

for CCP and IWB schemes. In the direction on minimum
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error, all the schemes have linear dispersion relation at the

stability limit, which means that the phase velocity is con-

stant for all frequencies.

A. Phase velocity as a function of frequency

The directions in which most errors occur are the axial

and diagonal directions as can be observed from Fig. 2. The

analytic form of the phase velocity as a function of temporal

frequency for these two cases can be derived from Eq. (4).

In an on-axis direction, only one of the wavenumber

components is non-zero. By picking the axial direction as k̂x,

it follows that k̂y ¼ k̂z ¼ 0, and Eq. (4) takes the form

sin2 x
Dt

2

� �
¼ k2 sin2 k̂x

Dx

2

� �
; (7)

from which the wavenumber component can be solved as a

function of frequency

k̂x ¼
2

Dx
arcsin

1

k
sin x

Dt

2

� �� �
: (8)

This form applies for all the schemes studied in this work

although there is no phase velocity error in CCP and IWB

schemes in the axial direction at the stability limit k¼ 1,

which results in a linear dispersion relation.

To solve the phase velocity in the diagonal direction, a sim-

ilar approach that was used by van Walstijn and Kowalczyk19 is

used here. In the diagonal direction the wavenumber compo-

nents are equal and therefore k̂
2

x ¼ k̂
2

y ¼ k̂
2

z ¼ k̂
2

d=3.

The frequency domain expression of the spatial differ-

ence operator in the diagonal direction can be expressed as

sd ¼ sin2 1ffiffiffi
3
p k̂d

Dx

2

� �
¼ sin2

ffiffiffi
3
p

k̂d
Dx

6

� �
: (9)

By substituting the functions of the different wavenumber

components in Eq. (4) with Eq. (9), a general form of the

explicit update equation in frequency domain for a plane

wave propagating in the diagonal direction is achieved

st ¼ k2ð3sd � 4a� 3s2
d þ 16b� s3

dÞ; (10)

and that for the different schemes read

SRL : k23sd � st ¼ 0; (11)

CCP : �k24a� 3s2
d þ k23sd � st ¼ 0; (12)

IWB : k216b� s3
d � k24a� 3s2

d þ k23sd � st ¼ 0:

(13)

Variable sd is then solved. For clarity, the roots are

named ŝd. For the SRL scheme, the linear equation has one

root

ŝd ¼
1

3k2
st: (14)

For CCP, a quadratic equation has to be solved. By substitut-

ing a ¼ 1
4

and k¼ 1 as specified by Kowalczyk and van

Walstijn,6 two roots are achieved,

FIG. 2. (Color online) Relative phase

velocity as a function of wavenumber

components. On the left the phase ve-

locity is plotted as a function of k̂ x and

k̂ y with k̂ z ¼ 0. On the right as a func-

tion of k̂ xy ¼ k̂x ¼ k̂ y and k̂ z. The

wave numbers are scaled according to

the stability limit of the Courant num-

ber of each scheme.
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ŝd ¼
1

6
36

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
9� 12st

p� �
: (15)

For IWB, that is a cubic equation. Roots for Eq. (13) with

the substitutions b ¼ 1
16
; a ¼ 1

4
, and k¼ 1 are

ŝd ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
st � 13
p

þ 1;

1� 1

2
16j

ffiffiffi
3
p	 
 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

st � 13
p

:

8<
: (16)

Now by equating the solutions (14), (15), and (16) with the

form (9),

sin2
ffiffiffi
3
p

k̂d
Dx

6

� �
¼ ŝd

() k̂d ¼
6ffiffiffi
3
p

Dx
arcsin

ffiffiffiffiffi
ŝd

p� �
: (17)

The numerical, relative phase velocity can now be written as

v̂d xð Þ ¼ x

k̂d xð Þc
¼

ffiffiffi
3
p

x
Dt

2

6arcsin
ffiffiffiffiffi
ŝd

p	 
 : (18)

In the case of multiple roots in Eqs. (15) and (16), the one is

chosen that results in numerical wavenumber of 0 at DC

when evaluated with Eq. (17). For the CCP scheme, we con-

sider the wavenumber components k̂x; k̂y; and k̂z to be within

the wavenumber cell of the FCC lattice (a truncated octahe-

dron)4 as is appropriate for this scheme.5

The impulse response between a source plane and a re-

ceiver in the simulation domain can be solved using the plane

wave solution and the numerical wavenumbers (8) and (17),

F̂ ¼ e�jxte�jk̂ðxÞd: (19)

Evaluating the plane wave with frequencies ]0, p] using a

time value of t¼ 0, a frequency-domain representation of a

plane wave that has propagated a distance d in the simulation

domain in the direction of the solved wavenumber is

achieved. Using inverse Fourier transform, a time-domain

impulse response corresponding to the propagation is

achieved.9 The impulse response can be used to introduce the

dispersion error to an arbitrary source signal via convolution.

This truncated impulse response is referred to hereafter as a

dispersion filter.
The group delay of the dispersion filter can be evaluated

directly from the waveform (19) using the definition of

group delay

sgroup ¼ �
d/ xð Þ

dx
; (20)

where /ðxÞ ¼ arg½F̂ðxÞ�. In this study, the group delay error

is evaluated by subtracting the group delay value of the first

frequency bin after the DC component from the group delay

value of the frequency bin of interest.

B. Filter validation

The proposed dispersion filter is validated against corre-

sponding FDTD simulations to show that the approach can

be used to quantify the dispersion error in the simulation do-

main. The evaluation of the dispersion filter is done by

assigning a plane of sources into the simulation domain with

a delta function as the source function, recording the

response at a predetermined location, and comparing the

recorded response to a response generated by the dispersion

filter representing a propagation of the distance between the

source plane and the recording location. The edge dimension

dim of the cubic simulation domain was 548 nodes, where

node refers to a single element of the domain.

The source locations are illustrated in Fig. 3. For the

SRL scheme, the plane wave is introduced to the simulation

domain by assigning a set of hard sources at positions where

the Cartesian coordinate values satisfy the condition

x¼ dim/2. In the case of the CCP schemes, the source plane

is introduced as a set of hard sources at positions where the

Cartesian coordinate values satisfy the condition x þ y ¼ z.

The distance dr between the source plane and the receiver

position was set to 17 nodes.

In the case of the IWB scheme, the stencil points are a

combination of three different stencils using the axial, side-

diagonal, and diagonal nodes. Therefore in order to intro-

duce a source plane into the domain, the stencil has to be

“filled” using three different distances normal to the initial

source plane.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Source and re-

ceiver positions in the simulation for

filter validations. For IWB two addi-

tional source planes are applied at dis-

tances d ¼ 1=
ffiffiffi
3
p

and 2 � d from the

initial source plane location using the

dispersion filter.
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The initial source plane is going through the center

points of the node positions satisfying x þ y ¼ z. For the

node positions satisfying x þ y ¼ z � 1 the distance to the

initial source plane is d ¼ 1=
ffiffiffi
3
p

, and for node positions sat-

isfying x þ y ¼ z � 2 the distance to the initial source plane

is d2 ¼ 2=
ffiffiffi
3
p
¼ 2� d. The source functions for the different

planes of sources are solved using the derived dispersion fil-

ter. The distance dr between the source plane and the re-

ceiver position was set to
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3� 102
p

for the CCP and IWB

schemes.

Figure 4 shows the time-domain and magnitude

responses generated using the dispersion filter in comparison

to the simulated response. Both responses have been filtered

with a low-pass filter (Hamming window, filter length of 200

taps) with a cutoff frequency of 20 kHz assuming the same

sampling frequencies for the schemes that are used in the

experiment (see Sec. IV A). It can be seen that the wave-

forms are almost identical. In the case of IWB, there is some

deviation between the dispersion filter response and the

simulated waveform. The deviation is likely due to the non-

exact source functions. The deviation is still small as the

magnitude response deviates less than 0.1 dB. From the

results of the evaluation, it is concluded that the dispersion

filter represents the simulation with accuracy that is adequate

for the perceptual evaluation of the dispersion error.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Stimuli

For these experiments, the reference signal in all cases is an

unprocessed sound sample. The stimulus is a filtered version of

the reference, where the filter corresponds to the dispersion error

at a given distance in the simulation domain in the direction that

introduces the most error in the scheme. The error for each

scheme is calculated by evaluating at which normalized fre-

quency Eq. (18) corresponds to 2% phase velocity error. This

normalized frequency value is then used to scale the sampling

frequency so that the normalized frequency value corresponds

to 20 kHz. The normalized frequency where the 2% error occurs

is different for each scheme used. For SRL, this normalized fre-

quency, denoted hereafter as fmax, is 0.076, for CCP it is 0.178,

and for IWB it is 0.186, which results in temporal sampling rates

of 264 030, 113 860, and 107 780 Hz, respectively. The phase

velocity plots for the different schemes are presented in Fig. 5 in

a similar manner as in Fig. 1 with the difference that the fre-

quency axis is normalized so that unity refers to the fmax of each

scheme. The plot show that the phase and group velocity profiles

of the different schemes are very similar to each other when the

maximum phase velocity error is fixed to 2%.

The error waveforms generated with the dispersion filter

were resampled to a sampling rate of 48 kHz and then intro-

duced to the stimuli via convolution. Both the reference and

the stimulus signal were low-pass filtered with a finite

impulse response filter (Chebyshev window with a stop-band

attenuation of 80 dB, filter length of 20 taps) with a cutoff

frequency of 20 kHz. The loudness level of the reference

and the stimulus were normalized according to the root

mean square value of the signals.20

The source material consisted of a synthetic click-like

sound, referred to hereafter as “Click,” and a short phrase of

male speech referred to hereafter as “Speech.” The rationale

behind the selection was to achieve an absolute threshold

using a sample of which the error is easy to discriminate,

and additionally a threshold representing a scenario where

the source material does not have a flat magnitude response,

and has characteristics familiar to the subjects.

FIG. 4. Comparison of waveforms and magnitude spectrums generated with

the dispersion filter (solid gray lines) and with simulation (dashed black

lines).

FIG. 5. Real parts of the phase veloc-

ities of the three schemes used in this

study as a function of normalized fre-

quency. The frequency axis is scaled

so that unity represents the normalized

frequency where the phase velocity

error is 2% for each scheme.
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The click-like sound was a 21 ls long impulse. The ref-

erence and the stimuli signal used in the test for the SRL

scheme for a propagation distance of 5 m is illustrated in

Fig. 6. As can be seen, the transient of the Click is smeared

due to dispersion. The reference and the stimulus in Fig. 6

are low-pass filtered with the previously mentioned filter.

The spectrogram representation of the sound sample

Speech is illustrated in Fig. 7. The sample is a male voice

delivering a phrase: “My voice is recorded in an anechoic
chamber.” The figure shows that most of the frequency con-

tent is concentrated below 5 kHz, and frequencies over 15

kHz are non-existent. Three positions in the spectrogram

show a higher level of frequencies at the bandwidth of 4–12

kHz: from 0.5 to 0.6 s, from 0.75 to 0.8 s, and from 2.1 to

2.2 s. These time windows correspond to the end of word

“voice,” the end of word “is,” and to the beginning of the

word “chamber,” respectively.

B. Subjects

Eight subjects participated in the test. No hearing abnor-

malities were reported by the participants. All of the partici-

pants were working in the field of acoustics and had

previously attended listening tests of some sort.

C. Procedure

An adaptive staircase test using the QUEST (Ref. 21)

method was used with the 3-alternative forced choice
(3AFC) procedure. The procedure uses assumptions that the

psychometric function which is investigated has the same

shape under all conditions, the value of the threshold does

not change during the experiment, and that individual trials

are statistically independent.21 It can be assumed that these

conditions are met in the experiment design.

In this study, the absolute threshold is measured and

therefore the estimate for the slope of the psychometric func-

tion is not of interest. The probability threshold for 82% cor-

rect discrimination was measured. A higher probability level

is selected due to reduced variance in the threshold estimate

that leads to a more efficient procedure.22 As the shape of

the psychometric function is not known, an estimate which

corresponds to a relative shallow slope was used in order to

spread the stimulus levels more widely around the “true”

threshold value23 (Weibull psychometric function, b¼ 0.32).

The 3AFC procedure was chosen to reduce the variance of

the threshold estimates in comparison to the 2-alternative

forced choice procedure.22 The 4-alternative forced choice

procedure was not considered due to the possible strain of

memory and increased experiment time.24

The 3AFC procedure was implemented as follows.

Three test samples, consisting of two reference samples and

one stimuli sample, were presented in random order with

1000 ms pause between each sample. The subject was then

asked to specify which of the presented samples contained

an audible dispersion error. The sound samples were pre-

sented to the subject only once.

The listening test consisted of a training session and two

experiment sessions. In the training session, the participant

was familiarized with the test routine and taught to listen

specifically for the dispersion error. Two short trial sequen-

ces using the 3AFC procedure were presented to the subject

starting from an easily noticeable error level and progressing

FIG. 6. The reference sample Click
and a waveform generated by the dis-

persion filter of the SRL scheme for

distance of 5 m. The propagation delay

has been removed from the dispersion

filtered waveform for comparison. It

can be seen that the transient of the

Click is smeared in time-domain as an

effect of the continuous frequency de-

pendent group delay.

FIG. 7. Spectogram of the sample

Speech. The sample does not have vir-

tually any frequency components

above 15 kHz.
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toward a low error level. The participant was given feedback

for correct discrimination.

Two experiment sessions for each sound sample con-

sisted of three interleaved staircase routines containing the

trials for the different schemes. Subsequent discrimination

tasks were randomly picked from the staircase routines of

each scheme. After every six trials, a trial with an easily no-

ticeable dispersion error was given in order to remind the

participant what to listen to. The order of the sessions with

different samples was randomized between subjects in order

to balance possible learning and fatigue effects. The number

of trials in each staircase routine was limited to 30.

Feedback for correct discrimination was not given in the

experiment sessions.

All of the experiments were completed using Sennheiser

HD 650 headphones (Wedemark, Germany) connected to a

Motu UltraLite-mk3 Hybrid audio interface (Cambridge,

MA) on a laptop computer. The participant was seated in an

isolated room. The headphone model has a diffuse field

response; the frequency response at the eardrum is close to

that which would be achieved with a loudspeaker with a flat

frequency response in a diffuse field. The levels of the refer-

ence samples were calibrated using a B&K (Nærum,

Denmark) 4153 artificial ear connected to a B&K 2250

sound level meter. The levels of both reference samples

were set to LCpeak¼ 90 dB. A peak measure was used

because the Click sample contains most of its energy in a

short transient. The sample Speech had the levels

LAFmax¼ 75 dB and LASmax¼ 66 dB with the given peak

level. LCpeak is the C-weighted peak sound pressure level
(SPL) (no integration time constant), LAFmax the maximum

value of A-weighted SPL with 125 ms integration, and

LASmax the maximum value of A-weighted SPL with

1000 ms integration during the playback of the sample. This

SPL was found suitable not to strain the hearing of the test

subjects excessively. The signals were played back dioti-

cally. An open-source library for psychophysics experiments

was used to implement the test.25

Additionally, each participant was asked to fill out a

questionnaire after each experiment. In the questionnaire it

was asked which characters in the sound sample led to dis-

crimination, and at which part of the stimulus signal these

characters occurred.

V. EXPERIMENT

A. Results

The measured thresholds for the different sound samples

and different schemes are illustrated in Fig. 8, and the de-

scriptive statistics for the different conditions are presented

in Table I. The threshold value is the mean value of the prob-

ability distribution function of the threshold that is measured

by the QUEST procedure. As can be observed from the fig-

ure, the threshold estimates for different sound samples dif-

fer noticeably from each other. The threshold values for

different schemes in each sound sample group do not have

such a clear difference.

The results of the following statistical tests are presented

in Table II. A Shapiro-Wilk test for normality26 was

FIG. 8. The threshold observations for the different sound samples. Results

for different schemes are indicated with a different color. Individual obser-

vations are indicated as points.

TABLE I. The descriptive statistics of the measured thresholds of the audi-

bility of dispersion error. The unit is meters of propagation in a free field.

Sample Scheme l (m) r (m) Min (m) Max (m)

Click SRL 8.71 2.35 5.18 11.98

Click CCP 9.56 2.00 6.75 13.71

Click IWB 8.90 2.12 6.00 11.87

Speech SRL 35.53 14.06 17.84 56.73

Speech CCP 37.51 19.99 19.38 71.08

Speech IWB 34.09 17.81 15.34 66.58

TABLE II. Results of statistical tests performed on the observation. Within
indicates that the observations are compared within-subjects in the category.

Sample Scheme Test Results

Click SRL Shapiro-Wilk W¼ 0.952, p¼ 0.460

Click CCP Shapiro-Wilk W¼ 0.703, p¼ 0.281

Click IWB Shapiro-Wilk W¼ 0.944, p¼ 0.580

Speech SRL Shapiro-Wilk W¼ 0.927, p¼ 0.249

Speech CCP Shapiro-Wilk W¼ 0.827, p¼ 0.008

Speech IWB Shapiro-Wilk W¼ 0.876, p¼ 0.057

Within SRL Wilcoxon V¼ 0, p¼ 0.008

Within CCP Wilcoxon V¼ 0, p¼ 0.008

Within IWB Wilcoxon V¼ 0, p¼ 0.008

Click Within Levene F(2, 21)¼ 0.305, p¼ 0.74

Speech Within Levene F(2, 21)¼ 0.038, p¼ 0.96

Click Within ANOVA F(16, 2)¼ 0.364 p¼ 0.437

Speech Within ANOVA F(16, 2)¼ 0.948, p¼ 0.476

Speech Within Friedman v2 (2)¼ 5.56, p¼ 0.072
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performed for each group of observations (scheme and sound

sample). The test indicated that the null hypothesis of nor-

mality cannot be rejected except for the threshold observa-

tions for the sound sample Speech measured for the CCP

scheme.

As the variances of the sample groups differ, and hy-

pothesis for normality was rejected for one of the groups, a

paired student T-test cannot be performed between the sam-

ple groups. Instead, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test was per-

formed27 between observations in the different sound sample

groups independently for each scheme group. The null hy-

pothesis of the test is that the mean ranks of the groups are

the same. The test indicates that the null hypothesis should

be rejected, and that the result is highly significant. The

observations of the two experiments are therefore analysed

separately using analysis of variance (ANOVA).

To perform ANOVA, the cases should be independent,

the variances should be equal, and the residuals are normally

distributed. The cases compared here are assumed to be in-

dependent for different test subjects. Levene’s test for rela-

tive variation28 shows that the null hypothesis of equal

variances cannot be rejected between the different schemes

in each sound sample group.

A within-subjects single factor ANOVA was performed

on the threshold observations of the experiments made with

the different sound samples with scheme as a factor (SRL,

CCP, and IWB). No significant evidence was found that the

thresholds for the different schemes differ. As the normality

test failed for the CCP scheme with the sound sample

“Speech,” additionally a non-parametric within-subjects

Friedman rank sum test was performed to compare the var-

iances between the schemes. The result of the Friedman test

indicates that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. The

null hypothesis in this case is that apart from the effect of the

participant, the threshold values for different schemes origi-

nate from the same distribution.

The results of the questionnaire indicated that the partic-

ipants had made similar notions on the Click sample whereas

different participants had concentrated on different parts of

the sample Speech. For the sound sample Click the partici-

pants reported frequency chirps, and sweeps for high error

levels, and change in timbre, color, and attack for low error

levels. For the sound sample Speech, the participants

reported high frequency artefacts: modulation, ringing, me-

tallic, and springy character and change in timbre. The par-

ticipants reported of listening to syllables, some of the

participants reported on listening to the word “Voice,” and

some of the participants the words “Anechoic,” and

“Chamber.”

B. Discussion

The main result that the observations give evidence to is

that the three different schemes do not have significantly dif-

ferent threshold values when the phase velocity error is fixed

to 2% at 20 kHz. The result is important since the schemes

have different computational requirements and theoretical

efficiencies. The presented result indicates that the more

complex CCP and IWB schemes have similar perceptual

limits at a much lower sampling frequency than the SRL

scheme. Additionally, this result indicates that the audibility

of dispersion error in the studied schemes may be predicted

using the phase velocity contours as they are remarkably

similar in Fig. 5.

The second main result is the measured one; the mean

perceptual threshold for the distance between the source and

the receiver in the given conditions using the studied FDTD

schemes is 9.1 m of propagation (1.8 ms group delay error at

20 kHz) for the sample Click and 35.7 m of propagation

(6.9 ms group delay error at 20 kHz) for the sound sample

Speech. The threshold value represents propagation in a free

field in the worst-case direction of each scheme, and there-

fore its impact on a complete room response cannot be

exhaustively concluded. The result gives an indication to the

general limit of dispersion error in a sense that if the whole

room response is simulated with less than the measured

threshold, dispersion error in a free field is likely to go

unnoticed.

The threshold values measured with the sound sample

Speech had a greater variance than the thresholds measured

with the sound sample Click. The threshold values for the

sound sample Speech were also consistently higher. An

obvious reason for the higher threshold values is the band

limited spectrum of the sample. At 15 kHz the sound sample

had hardly any energy as can be observed from Fig. 7,

whereas at 12 kHz, there are several time moments where

the level is high. The group delay error values for 15 and 12

FIG. 9. The group delay error curves

of the different schemes at different

simulation distances: 5.18 m (lower

dashed black lines), 9.06 m (solid black

lines), and 14.76 m (higher dashed

black lines). Peak group delay thresh-

olds from different studies are plotted

with different markers adapted from

Ref. 14. Note that the probability lev-

els for correct discrimination are not

equal between the presented studies

and should be interpreted only for

guidance.
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kHz with the given phase velocity error of 2% and mean dis-

tance of propagation (mean over the mean threshold of the

different schemes from Table I, 35.7 m) are 3.5 and 2.2 ms,

respectively.

The greater variance of the threshold values measured

with the sound sample Speech may have been affected by

the different approaches of what the participants have used

for the discrimination. From the results of the questionnaire

it was evident that the participants reported similar artefacts

but the time moment in the sample which the participants

concentrated on in order to discriminate the error varied.

This may have been one of the reasons for a greater variance,

although the magnitude of this factor cannot be concluded.

The group delay error curves for the observed maxi-

mum, minimum, and mean propagation distances for the

sound sample Click from Table I are illustrated in Fig. 9. In

comparison, the measured thresholds for group delays at dif-

ferent frequency bands from previous group delay studies

are illustrated with different markers. Although the disper-

sion error of a FDTD simulation has generally different char-

acteristics in comparison to a narrow bandwidth group delay

of an all-pass filter, the results indicate that the mean group

delay error value (1.8 ms at 20 kHz) measured in this work is

in line with the measured threshold values in existing stud-

ies. It should be noted that the probabilities of correct dis-

crimination in the different studies vary. Blauert and Laws

measured the relative frequency of 50% correct whether the

participants heard a difference between the stimulus and the

reference.14 Flanagan et al. reported 75% threshold for cor-

rect discimination.16 Møller et al. measured the threshold of

the group delay error using the method of adjustment.17 In

the current study the probability threshold of 82% of correct

discrimination for 3AFC was measured, and therefore the

connection of the results of previous studies should be taken

only as a directive evidence.

The relationship of the mean group delay error of the

schemes studied in this work and the simulation distance is

illustrated in Fig. 10 with different phase velocity error per-

centages. A linear relationship between phase velocity error

and the slope of the curve can be observed. As can be seen

from the figures, the group delay error increases linearly as a

function of distance in all cases. The implication of this is

that with any value of phase velocity error, there is a distance

at which the group delay error will become audible.

Therefore the widely used metric of “low-enough” phase ve-

locity error does not apply by itself. From the results of this

study, we propose that a more meaningful approach in quan-

tifying the dispersion error is to first specify the propagation

distance of interest, and then specify what group delay error

is acceptable at that distance. These two values will then

determine the phase velocity error, and subsequently the

sampling frequency that is needed to attain the phase veloc-

ity error level at the bandwidth of interest.

There are several factors that have been previously

noted by different authors that can reduce the perceptibility

of the error in more complex schemes. Air absorption is a

significant source of attenuation at high frequencies, and

therefore the frequency components containing a dispersion

error are likely to be attenuated to an extent that they are

unperceivable. The inclusion of reflections from room geom-

etry can also reduce the effect of the dispersion error, as dif-

ferent propagation paths that contain less error are combined

to the response. Last, limiting the bandwidth of the FDTD

simulation result using low-pass filtering will remove

delayed high frequency components from a chosen cutoff

frequency and may make the remaining error unperceivable.

With such an approach, the high frequency response must be

simulated with other methods.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The audibility of dispersion error in FDTD simulation

was measured for three commonly employed FDTD schemes

as a function of simulation distance in a free field. The dis-

persion error was evaluated using the numerical wavenum-

bers of each scheme. It was found that the thresholds for the

different schemes are not significantly different when the

phase velocity error is fixed to 2% at 20 kHz. The thresholds

for different sound samples were found to be significantly

different. The perceptual threshold for the dispersion error in

a free field at the probability level of 82% for correct dis-

crimination for 3AFC was found to be 9.1 m of propagation

that corresponds to a group delay error value of 1.8 ms at 20

kHz with a fixed phase velocity error of 2% at the same fre-

quency limit. The implication of the result to simulated

room responses cannot be concluded exhaustively due to the

exclusion of air absorption and surface reflections from the

FIG. 10. The mean group delay errors

of SRL, CCP, and IWB schemes eval-

uated at different distances at 20 kHz.

Phase velocity error is fixed to the

noted percentage at 20 kHz.
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study. The results give a general indication of audibility of

dispersion error and may serve as reference in terms of per-

ception of group delay error in FDTD.

Several areas of further research remain. The masking

effect of air absorption and surface reflections are likely to

be significant factors in the audibility of the dispersion error

in full room responses, and should be investigated.

Additionally, the band-limitation of FDTD results in low fre-

quencies can lead to plausible results when combined with

other simulation methods.
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